We investigate the cluster size convergence of the energy and observables using two forms of density matrix embedding theory (DMET): the original cluster form (CDMET) and a new formulation motivated by the dynamical cluster approximation (DCA-DMET). Both methods are applied to the half-filled one-and two-dimensional Hubbard models using a sign-problem free auxiliary-field quantum Monte Carlo (AFQMC) impurity solver, which allows for the treatment of large impurity clusters of up to 100 sites. While CDMET is more accurate at smaller impurity cluster sizes, DCA-DMET exhibits faster asymptotic convergence towards the thermodynamic limit (TDL). We use our two formulations to produce new accurate estimates for the energy and local moment of the two-dimensional Hubbard model for U/t = 2, 4, 6. These results compare favourably with the best data available in literature, and help resolve earlier uncertainties in the moment for U/t = 2.
I. INTRODUCTION
Quantum embedding methods are a class of numerical techniques that help with simulating the physics of large and bulk interacting quantum systems. To reach the thermodynamic limit (TDL), one typically considers finite sized clusters of increasing sizes under some choice of boundary conditions, followed by a finite size scaling of the observables. Embedding methods accelerate the finite size convergence, by mapping the bulk problem onto an auxiliary impurity model, where a small cluster of the physical interacting sites are coupled to special "bath sites" that mimic the effects of the neglected environment.
Dynamical mean-field theory (DMFT) and its cluster extensions [1] [2] [3] [4] , and the more recent density matrix embedding theory (DMET) studied in this work [5] [6] [7] , are two embedding methods of this kind. The bath sites in DMET 5, 6 are constructed to capture entanglement between the bulk environment and the impurity cluster. The entanglement-based construction ensures that the number of bath sites is at most equal to the number of impurity sites, unlike the formally infinite bath representation that arises in DMFT methods. Cluster DMET (CDMET) has been successfully applied to fermion and spin lattice models 5, [8] [9] [10] [11] , as well as ab-initio molecular and condensed phase systems 6, 7, 12, 13 . In prior work 11 , we showed that finite-size scaling of observables computed from quite small DMET impurity clusters can yield good estimates of the bulk observables. For example, in a study of the ground-state phase diagram of the 2D square-lattice Hubbard model, extrapolations from clusters of only up to 16 sites already yielded a per-site energy accuracy at half-filling of between 0.0003t (U/t = 2) to 0.001t (U/t = 12) 11 , comparable with the best existing benchmark results 14 . Nonetheless, the small sizes of these clusters leaves open the possibility for a more detailed analysis of finite-size scaling in DMET. This is the question we revisit in the present work, in the context of the half-filled 1D and 2D square lattice Hubbard models.
We have used exact diagonalization and density matrix renormalization group (DMRG) solvers in earlier DMET work on Hubbard models, focusing on treating parts of the phase diagram where quantum Monte Carlo methods have a sign problem. In the current study of cluster size convergence we focus on half-filling, where no sign problem exists. By using an efficient auxiliary-field quantum Monte Carlo (AFQMC) implementation 15, 16 , we are able to study DMET clusters with up to 100 impurity sites. Using this solver further facilitates direct comparisons to earlier bare (i.e. not embedded) AFQMC calculations in the literature that used very large clusters (with up to 1058 sites) with periodic (PBC), anti-periodic (APBC), modified (MBC), and twisted boundary (TBC) conditions 17, 18 . The comparison provides a direct demonstration of the benefits of embedding, versus simply modifying the boundary conditions. The finite-size scaling relation for extensive quantities assumed in earlier CDMET work was a simple surfaceto-volume law (O(1/L) for extensive quantities, with L being the linear dimension of the cluster). This is the same scaling used in cellular dynamical mean-field theory (CDMFT). The surface error arises because the quantum impurity Hamiltonian in both CDMET and CDMFT describes an impurity cluster with open boundary conditions, where the coupling between the impurity and the bath occurs only for sites along the boundary of the cluster 19, 20 . The open boundary nature of the cluster further yields the well-known translational invariance breaking for impurity observables. In contrast, the dynamical cluster approximation (DCA) [21] [22] [23] , a widely used alternative to CDMFT, restores translational invariance for impurity observables by modifying the cluster Hamiltonian to use PBC. As a result, DCA calculations of extensive quantities converge as O(1/L 2 ), faster than in CDMFT [24] [25] [26] . In this work, we introduce the DCA analog of DMET, arXiv:1608.03316v1 [cond-mat.str-el] 11 Aug 2016 which we term DCA-DMET, that uses a similarly modified cluster Hamiltonian. This restores translational invariance and reproduces the faster O(1/L 2 ) convergence in extensive quantities within the DMET setting.
Using both the existing CDMET and the new DCA-DMET formulations, together with large impurity cluster sizes, we compute new estimates of the TDL energies and spin-moments of the 1D and 2D Hubbard model at halffilling for U/t = 4, 8 and U/t = 2, 4, 6, respectively. For the energies, our results provide high accuracy benchmarks with small error bars. Converging finite-size effects for spin-moment has well-known pitfalls, and existing data in the literature do not always agree 14, 17, 18, 27, 28 . Where agreement is observed, our new estimates confirm the existing data with comparable or improved error bars. In the case of U/t = 2 where severe finite size effects are found, our data resolves between the earlier estimates in the literature.
II. METHODS
In this section, we provide a self-contained description of the computational methods in this work. We first introduce DMET, with a focus on the original CDMET formulation in Sec. II A, and then describe the DCA extension of DMET, DCA-DMET, in Sec. II B. In Sec. II C, we discuss the theoretical basis and motivation for the cluster-size scaling used in this work. Finally in Sec. II D, we briefly introduce AFQMC as the impurity solver, and discuss how to formulate the DMET impurity Hamiltonian so as to preserve particle-hole symmetry (which removes the sign problem at half-filling in the Hubbard model).
A. CDMET
The original CDMET algorithm has been outlined in various recent works [5] [6] [7] 11 , with slightly different formulations used for lattice model and ab-initio Hamiltonians. In this section, we describe the algorithm used here that employs the non-interacting bath formulation of CDMET 5, 7 , as found in our previous work on lattice models 11, 14 . When required, we will assume we are working with the Hubbard model, whose Hamiltonian is given by
where a † iσ (a iσ ) creates (destroys) an particle of spin σ at site i, ij denotes nearest neighbors, and n iσ = a † iσ a iσ . In CDMET, the exact ground-state wavefunction and expectation values of the interacting Hamiltonian, H, defined on the full lattice, are approximated by selfconsistently solving for the ground-state of two coupled model problems: (i) an interacting problem defined for a quantum impurity, and (ii) an auxiliary non-interacting system defined on the original lattice. The quantum impurity model, with Hamiltonian H imp and ground-state |Ψ , consists of N imp cluster sites coupled to N imp bath sites. The bath sites are obtained from the Schmidt decomposition 29 of the ground-state, |Φ , of the auxiliary non-interacting system, with Hamiltonian h. A selfconsistency condition on the one-particle reduced density matrix then links the two model problems.
To define the Hamiltonian h, we first partition the total lattice into N c = N/N imp fragments, termed impurity clusters, which tile the full lattice. We then choose the auxiliary Hamiltonian h to be a quadratic Hamiltonian of the form
where h 0 is the one-body part of H (the hopping term of the Hubbard Hamiltonian in Eq. (1)) and u is the local correlation potential. In this work, we do not consider superconducting phases and we choose to preserve S z symmetry. This restricts u to be number conserving and of the form
where C indexes the N c clusters and i,j∈C is restricted to the sites of cluster C. The correlation potential approximates the effect of the local Coulomb interaction within each cluster for the auxiliary problem and is a kind of "mean-field". The elements u ijσ are determined through the self-consistency condition described below. As we vary u ij↑ and u ij↓ independently, this allows for S 2 symmetry breaking. The bath states that define the quantum impurity model associated with cluster C are obtained from the ground-state of h, |Φ , which takes the form of a simple Slater determinant. The bath states can be constructed from |Φ in several mathematically equivalent ways. Here, we use a singular value decomposition of (part of) the one-particle density matrix ρ σ Φ , computed from |Φ , with elements [ρ σ Φ ] ij = Φ|a † iσ a jσ |Φ defined over the entire lattice. For a given impurity cluster C, ρ σ can be partitioned into a
The bath spin-orbitals associated with impurity cluster C and spin σ are obtained by performing a singular value decomposition of the coupling block
where R bath is the (N − N imp ) × N imp coefficient matrix defining the N imp single-particle bath spin-orbitals as a linear combination of the environment lattice sites. The impurity model derived from cluster C thus consists of the 2N imp spin-orbitals associated with the original sites restricted to the impurity cluster, and the 2N imp delocalized, environmental bath spin-orbitals (where the factor of two accounts for both up and down spins). In principle, we would need to construct an impurity model for each cluster C, but because of translational symmetry in the Hubbard model, all clusters are equivalent, thus only one cluster, say C = 0, is used as the impurity.
In the non-interacting bath CDMET formulation, the Hamiltonian of the impurity problem, H imp , is obtained by projecting an Anderson-like Hamiltonian, H NI (where NI denotes the non-interacting formulation), defined on the full lattice, into the Fock space spanned by the impurity and bath states. The Hamiltonian H NI differs from the original Hubbard Hamiltonian in that the interaction terms in the environment are replaced with the one-body correlation potential, such that
where C = 0 corresponds to the impurity cluster and the set {C = 0} corresponds to the clusters that comprise the environment. Due to the simple structure of the Schmidt decomposition of |Φ , the projection of H NI into the impurity plus bath Fock space can equivalently be performed by a rotation of the one-particle basis [5] [6] [7] , giving
The indices pσ and qσ label the impurity and bath spinorbitals, and the matrixh σ is defined as
where
is the rotation matrix from the original lattice site basis to the basis of single-particle impurity and bath states.
It is important to note that the impurity states are the same in either basis as denoted by the identity in the upper-left block of R σ . To compute the ground-state of the impurity model Hamiltonian H imp , we can choose from a wide range of ground state solvers depending on the nature of the problem as well as the cost and accuracy requirements. Previous DMET calculations have used exact diagonalization and DMRG impurity solvers for strongly correlated problems 5,9-11 , and coupled cluster theory for more weakly correlated, ab-initio calculations 7, 12 . In this work, we use an auxiliary-field quantum Monte Carlo (AFQMC) 15, 16, 30 solver, which does not have a sign problem at half-filling in the Hubbard model that we study here. This solver is discussed in more detail in Section II D.
As described above, the elements of the correlation potential u are determined by a self-consistent procedure. We maximize the "similarity" between the lattice uncorrelated wavefunction |Φ and the impurity model correlated wavefunction |Ψ , measured by the Frobenius norm of the difference between their one-body density matrices, projected to the impurity model (this is the "fragment plus bath" cost function in Ref.
where the elements [ρ
Because direct optimization of the functional f (u) requires computing the gradient of the correlated wavefunction dΨ/du, a self-consistent iteration is used: when optimizing f (u), |Ψ is fixed; the optimal u is then used to update |Φ , the impurity Hamiltonian H imp , and thus |Ψ .
In a summary, the DMET calculations in this work proceed via the following steps:
1. we choose an initial guess for the correlation potential u;
2. we solve for the lattice Hamiltonian h (Eq. (2)) to obtain the lattice wavefunction |Φ ;
3. we construct the impurity model Hamiltonian using Eq. (7); 4. we use the AFQMC impurity solver to compute the ground state of the impurity model, |Ψ , and construct the one-body density matrix ρ Ψ ;
5. we minimize f (u) in Eq. (11), with ρ Ψ fixed, to obtain the new correlation potential u ;
6. if ||u − u || ∞ > ε 0 , the convergence threshold, we set u = u and go to step 2; otherwise the DMET calculation is converged. Here the infinite norm || · || ∞ simply takes the maximum absolute value of a matrix.
We now briefly discuss how to compute the energy and other observables in DMET. The energy per impurity cluster, E/N c , where E is the total energy of the lattice and N c is the number of impurity clusters, can be defined as the sum of the impurity internal energy and the coupling energy with the environment 6, 7 . Due to the local nature of the interactions in the Hubbard model, one arrives at the simplified expression,
where p, q range only over the impurity and bath orbitals, h 0,σ = R σ † h 0 R σ is the bare one-particle Hamiltonian projected to the impurity model, and E imp = Ψ|H imp |Ψ is the ground-state energy of the impurity model. Note that Eq. (12) only explicitly involves the one-particle density matrix of the impurity model. This is a significant benefit as it reduces the computational cost in the AFQMC solver.
Local observables, such as charge and spin densities as well as correlation functions, can be extracted directly from the correlated impurity wavefunction |Ψ . These quantities, however, are most accurate when measured within the impurity cluster, where interactions are properly treated. While CDMET preserves translational symmetry between supercells, the intracluster translational symmetry is generally broken, as illustrated in Fig. 1 . This leads to some ambiguity in defining the local order parameters. We illustrate the magnitude of this symmetry breaking and the consequences of different definitions in Sec. III; in Sec. II B, we introduce the DCA-DMET formulation which restores translational symmetry. 
B. DCA-DMET
In CDMET, the form of the Hamiltonian within the impurity sites is simply the original lattice Hamiltonian restricted to the impurity sites. In DCA-DMET, we transform the lattice Hamiltonian such that the restriction to a finite cluster retains a periodic boundary within the cluster, thus restoring the intracluster translational symmetry (Fig. 1) . The DCA transformation involves two steps: a basis rotation which redefines the lattice single-particle Hamiltonian, and a coarse graining of the two-particle interaction 3,21,22,31 . To introduce the DCA transformation, we first define the intra-and inter-cluster components of the real and reciprocal lattice vectors (Fig. 2) ,
For simplicity we will assume "hypercubic" lattices (in arbitrary dimension) with orthogonal unit lattice vectors with linear dimension L, and "hypercubic" clusters with linear dimension L c . The corresponding supercell lattice then has orthogonal lattice vectors of magnitude L c , and the total number of supercells along each linear dimension is L/L c .The intracluster lattice vector, R = (R 1 , R 2 , . . .) and reciprocal lattice vector
are uniquely defined for any r and k.
Our goal is to obtain a Hamiltonian which is jointly periodic in the intracluster and intercluster lattice vectors, R andr. Such a jointly periodic basis is provided by the product functions e −ik·r e −iK·R . From h defined in reciprocal space, h = k h(k)a † k a k , and with the mapping in Eq. (13), we identify the diagonal DCA Hamiltonian matrix elements in the jointly periodic basis as
The inverse Fourier transformation then gives the DCA matrix elements on the real-space lattice. The Fourier transforms between the different single particle Hamiltonians are summarized as:
The resultant real-space matrix elements, h DCA (r, R), thus only depend on the inter-and intra-cluster separation between sites.
The transformation from h(r) → h DCA (r, R) is simply a basis transformation of h, with the rotation matrix defined as
Viewing the DCA transformation as a basis rotation suggests that the same transformation should be extended to the interaction terms as well, generating non-local interactions. However, in DCA one argues to use the "coarsegrained" interaction in momentum space, introducing a discrepancy at finite sizes which vanish as cluster size grows. In the Hubbard model, the coarse-graining leaves the local U n i↑ n i↓ term unchanged in the transformed Hamiltonian. Note that the coarse-grained interaction is non-local if transformed back to the original site basis using the rotation in Eq. (16).
C. Finite-size convergence
We now analyze the cluster finite-size convergence of observables in CDMET and DCA-DMET in d dimensions. For the energy, we use a perturbation argument to obtain the leading term of the finite size scaling; for the more complicated case of intensive observables, we suggest a plausible scaling form.
We consider the following factors to derive the DMET finite-size scaling: (a) the open boundary in CDMET; (b) the gapless spin excitations of quantum antiferromagnets;(c) the coupling between the impurity and bath; (d) the modification of the hoppings of the Hubbard Hamiltonian in DCA-DMET.
We start with the CDMET energy. We first consider the bare impurity cluster in CDMET (i.e. without the bath) which is just the finite size truncation of the TDL system. For a gapped system, we expect an open boundary to lead to a finite-size energy error (per site) proportional to the surface area to volume ratio 19 , i.e. We next incorporate the CDMET bath coupling. Each site on the impurity cluster boundary couples to the bath, yielding a total Hamiltonian coupling of O(1) per boundary site (see Fig. 3 ). The total "perturbation" to the bare impurity cluster Hamiltonian is then O(L d−1 ), which leads to a first order energy correction per site of
For the perfect DMET bath (derived from the exact auxiliary wavefunction), a 0 = 0, thus we expect a 0 to be small in practice. For DCA-DMET, the above argument must be modified in two ways: first, the impurity cluster uses PBC, and second, the formulation modifies inter-cluster and intra-cluster hoppings. Similarly, we start with the bare periodic impurity cluster (without any modification of the intra-cluster hoppings). In the TDL, for a gapped state with short-range interactions, all correlation functions decay exponentially (e.g. Wannier functions are exponentially localized) and we expect an exponential convergence of the energy with respect to cluster size. However, in the Hubbard model, the gapless spin excitations give a finite-size energy error (per site) of O(1/L d+1 ). The leading order finite-size scaling for the bare periodic cluster is thus expected to be
The DCA-DMET Hamiltonian modifies the periodic cluster Hamiltonian by changing both the intracluster and intercluster hopping terms. The intracluster hopping terms are modified by a term of order O(1/L 2 ), and the intercluster hopping terms are modified so as to generate a coupling between each site in the cluster and the bath with a total interaction strength of O(1/L 2 ) (see Fig. 3 ). Since there are L d sites in the cluster, the total magnitude of the DCA-DMET perturbation (including the contributions of both intracluster and intercluster terms) is O(L d−2 ). For dimension 1, the perturbation and impurity-bath coupling give the leading term in the finite-size error, while in dimension 2, they give a contribution with the same scaling as the contribution of the gapless modes. Thus combining the three sources of finite-size error we expect in 1 and 2 dimensions a scaling of the form,
Note that the scaling of the CDMET and DCA-DMET energies is the same as is found for CDMFT and DCA.
The finite size scaling of intensive quantities is more tricky to analyze 20 . For an observable Q we have the relation Q = lim r→∞ Q(0)Q(r) 1/2 , where Q(0)Q(r) is a correlation function. It is often argued that the error in Q in a large finite cluster behaves like
where R is the largest length in the cluster 34 ∼ L/2. For CDMET, where the cluster is only coupled to the symmetry-broken bath at the boundary, we assume the form in Eq.( 21) holds, with additional corrections from the system size, expanded as a Taylor series
Eq. (22) is a heuristic form and its correctness will be assessed in our numerical results. For the local magnetic moment m = S z , the correlation function S z (0)S z (r) behaves at large r like a √ ln r/r in the 1D Hubbard model and a + b/r in the 2D square-lattice Hubbard model at half-filling. Consequently, we assume a scaling form in 1D of
and in 2D of
For DCA-DMET, however, every impurity site, not just those at the boundary, are coupled to a set of bath orbitals, which provide a symmetry-breaking field. This means that there is no simple connection to the correlation function of the system. Therefore, we use an empirical form for the DCA-DMET magnetic moment in both one-and two-dimensions,
D. AFQMC
In this work, we use AFQMC 15, 16, 30, 36 to solve for the ground state of the impurity model. We briefly introduce the general ideas here, while details of the algorithm can be found in Ref. 16, 30, 36 . AFQMC obtains the ground state of a fermionic Hamiltonian through the imaginary time evolution of a trial wavefunction
The time evolution is carried out using the second-order Trotter-Suzuki decomposition,
where H 1 and H 2 are the one-and two-body parts of the Hamiltonian.
Given any Slater determinant |Ψ = |φ 1↑ . . . φ N ↑ ⊗ |φ 1↓ . . . φ N ↓ and any one-body operator
the canonical transformation e K |Ψ can be carried out exactly, giving another Slater determinant |Ψ = e K |Ψ = |φ 1↑ . . . φ N ↑ ⊗ |φ 1↓ . . . φ N ↓ with the coefficient matrix
The matrix multiplication in Eq. (29) gives the O(N 3 ) scaling of the AFQMC algorithm (where N is system size). Starting with a Slater determinant as the trial wavefunction |Ψ T , the propagation of the one-body Hamiltonian can be treated using Eq. (29), by letting
The propagation of the two-body part of the Hamiltonian is rewritten as a sum over one-body propagations using a Hubbard-Stratonovich transformation. For the Hubbard model, we use the discrete form of this transformation,
where x i is a binary auxiliary field, and cosh γ = exp(−τ U/2). Eq. (30) is often termed "spin decomposition", in contrast to another possible formed called "charge decomposition". The choice of different transformations does affect the accuracy and efficiency in AFQMC calculations 37 . The auxiliary field x i is sampled to obtain a stochastic representation of the propagation, and thus of the ground state wavefunction |Ψ 0 as a sum of walkers. General observables are calculated from the pure estimator, where the summations are similarly sampled,
The energy may be computed using a simpler estimator (the mixed estimator) where the propagation of the bra is omitted. The sign problem arises because the individual terms in the denominator in Eq. (31) can be both positive and negative and lead to a vanishing average with infinite variance. When there is a sign problem, a constrained path approximation can be invoked in the calculation which removes the problem with a gauge condition using a trial wave function [38] [39] [40] . In certain models, however, such as the half-filled repulsive Hubbard model on a bipartite lattice, the sign-problem does not arise because the overlap between every walker and the trial wavefunction is guaranteed to be non-negative. It turns out that, in these models, the DMET impurity Hamiltonian is also sign-problem free as long as certain constraints are enforced on the correlation potential. For the half-filled Hubbard model on a bipartite lattice, the condition is
The parity term (−) i+j takes opposite signs for the two sublattices. The derivation of this constraint is given in Appendix A.
In this work, we use the AFQMC implementation described in Ref. 16, 30, 36 , with small modifications to treat Hamiltonians with broken S 2 symmetry. Both the energy and the one-body density matrix (required for the DMET self-consistency) are computed by the pure estimator, Eq. (31). We converge the standard deviation of all elements in the one-body density matrix to be less than 0.001, to make the AFQMC statistical errors (and thus DMET statistical convergence errors) orders of magnitude smaller than the finite cluster size error. This results in considerably higher statistical accuracy for extensive quantities than typically obtained in the AFQMC literature.
III. RESULTS
We now present our CDMET and DCA-DMET calculations on the half-filled 1D and 2D Hubbard models, focusing on the finite-size convergence of the energy and local observables. As discussed in section II the DMET correlation potential preserves S z symmetry but is allowed to break S 2 symmetry. For the Hubbard models studied here, all the converged self-consistent DMET solutions explicitly break S 2 symmetry. In 1D, we compare our results against exact results from the Bethe Ansatz (BA), while in 2D, we compare to literature benchmark data from AFQMC calculations scaled to the TDL 17, 18, 28 , DMRG calculations scaled to the TDL 14 , and iPEPS calculations scaled to zero truncation error 41 .
A. 1D Hubbard model
We study impurity clusters with N imp = L ≤ 24 sites on a DMET auxiliary lattice with N = 480 (even N c ) or N = 480 + L (odd N c ) sites. The auxiliary lattice uses PBC, and as the DCA-DMET impurity Hamiltonian becomes complex for even N c , we only use auxiliary lattices with an odd N c in the DCA-DMET calculations. We study two couplings U/t = 4 (moderate coupling) and U/t = 8 (strong coupling). Fig. 4 shows the energy per site as a function of inverse impurity size 1/L. Statistical error bars associated with the AFQMC solver are not shown here as they are too small to be visible; this is true for all the CDMET and DCA-DMET results presented in this work. We extrapolate our finite cluster energy data using the forms presented in Sec. II C. As shown in Table I , the extrapolated energies are in generally good agreement with the exact Bethe ansatz TDL data, with a deviation of less than 0.001t. To further improve the accuracy, we include the subleading terms in the energy extrapolation,
for DCA-DMET (dashed lines in Fig. 4 ). This improves the extrapolated TDL results significantly, with the single exception of DCA-DMET at U/t = 8, where the coefficient of the cubic term is not statistically significant (c = 0.08 (9) ) and the deviation is already very small. The subleading terms are more important at U/t = 4 than at U/t = 8. This is consistent with the smaller gap at weaker coupling, that introduces stronger finite size effects.
To further numerically test the scaling form for the DCA-DMET extrapolation, we include a linear 1/L term in the DCA-DMET scaling form, i.e. a + b/L + c/L 2 . While the coefficient of the linear term is statistically significant at U/t = 4, the extrapolated TDL energy acquires a larger uncertainty (-0.5749 (6) 
Bethe Ansatz -0.57373 -0.32753 8, the 1/L coefficient becomes statistically insignificant (b = 0.003 (5)). This supports the leading finite-size scaling of the DCA-DMET energy per site as being O(1/L 2 ). The finite size scaling of the energy observed for CDMET and DCA-DMET is consistent with similar data observed for CDMFT and DCA 3,20 . In Fig. 4(a) , we plot the AFQMC results with periodic (PBC) and twist-average (TABC) boundary conditions as well. While PBC energy oscillate strongly for all cluster sizes, the convergence of TABC is much smoother. The finite-size scaling of bare cluster AFQMC (PBC and TABC) seems quadratic, which is consistent with the spin-wave theory predictions in 1D 34 , and coincides with the scaling of DCA-DMET. Therefore, with large clusters, the finite-size errors of bare cluster AFQMC and DCA-DMET are comparable and smaller than those of CDMET, while CDMET is much more accurate for small clusters.
We now turn to the spin orders. Although there is no true long-range AF order in 1D, the finite impurity cluster calculations yield non-zero spin moments, which should extrapolate to zero in the TDL. The local spin moments m are plotted in Fig. 5(a) . We see that the spin moments in the CDMET impurity are largest at the boundary with the AF environment, and decay towards the center. We can understand this because quantum fluctuations are incompletely treated in the bath orbitals, and thus they are overmagnetized. This effect is propagated to the boundary of the CDMET impurity cluster. Note that the impurity sites in a DCA-DMET cluster are all equivalent, and are equally coupled to the environment, resulting in an equal spin magnitude for all sites, to within the statistical error of the solver. In Fig. 5(a) we use the two horizontal lines to represent the spin magnitudes from the DCA-DMET calculations.
To determine the magnetic order parameter, we consider two possible definitions: (a) the average |m| for the central pair (or the plaquette in 2D); (b) the average |m| over the entire impurity cluster. These definitions are equivalent for DCA-DMET. In CDMET, they agree in the limit of small clusters (L = 2) and large clusters (L → ∞), but differ in between.
The AF order parameters for different cluster sizes are plotted in Figs. 5(b)-(e) for different U . The axes uses a logarithmic scale. For CDMET, we fit the order parameter to the scaling form in Eq. (23), up to second order. The fits are shown in Figs. 5(b) , (c), and are quite good for both types of measurements. For the average |m| of the central pair, an almost straight line is observed at both couplings, with the quadratic term close to vanishing (c = 0.00(4) for U/t = 4 and c = 0.12(7) for U/t = 8). The average |m| over the entire cluster requires a larger c for a good fit. This is because |m| is measured at different points which corresponds to averaging over different effective lengths L in Eq. (23) . Averaging over Eq. (23) yields the same leading scaling but introduces more subleading terms. Overall, the error decreases much more rapidly by using the center average, consistent with observations in CDMFT 26 . For DCA-DMET, the scaling form Eq. (25) truncated at second order works well. This correctly predicts the vanishing local moments at the TDL (a = 0.005(1) at U/t = 4 and a = 0.005(4) at U/t = 8). The O(1/L) scaling of DCA-DMET thus converges faster than CD-MET, whose leading term is
While the smallest clusters in CDMET report a smaller magnetization than seen in DCA-DMET (and thus can be regarded as "closer" to the TDL) the cross-over between the DCA-DMET and CDMET moments occurs at smaller clusters than for the energy itself.
B. 2D Hubbard model
We now show results from the half-filled 2D Hubbard model at U/t = 2, 4, 6. We use square impurity clusters of size N imp = L × L, where for CDMET L = 2, 4, 6, 8, 10 and for DCA-DMET L = 4, 6, 8, 10. The 2 × 2 plaquette is not used in the finite-size scaling of DCA-DMET as it is known from DCA studies to exhibit anomalous behaviour 20 , which we also observe. Also at U/t = 6, we do not present results for L = 10, as we are unable to converge the statistical error to high accuracy in the AFQMC calculations (within our computational time limits). The total lattices we used have linear lengths of around L = 120 (N = L × L), adjusted to fit integer N c , as in the 1D case.
In Fig. 6 , we show the cluster size dependence of the energy per site; the data is tabulated in Table II . Because there are no exact TDL results for the 2D Hubbard model, we show gray ribbons as "consensus ranges", obtained from the TDL estimates of several methods including (i) AFQMC extrapolated to infinite size 17, 18 , (ii) DMRG extrapolated to infinite size 14 , and (iii) iPEPS extrapolated to zero truncation error 41 . To show the effects of embedding versus bare cluster AFQMC calculations we also plot the AFQMC results of Ref.
18 on finite lattices with up to 400 sites, using TABC for U/t = 2, 4, 6, as well as periodic (PBC) and anti-periodic (APBC) boundary conditions for U/t = 4.
In 2D, both CDMET and DCA-DMET appear to display much higher accuracy for small clusters, compared to in 1D. Although DMET is not exact in the infinite dimensional limit, this is similar to the behaviour of DMFT, which improves with increasing coordination number 2 . The DMET energies for each cluster size are, as expected, much closer to the TDL estimates than the finite system AFQMC energies, even when twist averaging is employed to reduce finite size effects. For example, the 2 × 2 CDMET energy is competitive with the 8 × 8 AFQMC cluster energy with twist averaging. This corresponds to several orders of magnitude savings in computation time. Further, the convergence behaviour generally appears smoother in DMET than with the bare clusters, likely due to smaller shell filling effects. This illustrates the benefits of using bath orbitals to approximately represent the environment in an embedding.
We extrapolate the DMET finite cluster results to obtain TDL estimates. As in the 1D Hubbard model, we use the scaling forms proposed in section II C, i.e. 
The results are summarized in Table II and plotted in Fig. 6 . The TDL energy estimates fall within the TDL consensus range, with an error bar competitive with the best large-scale ground state calculations. The DMET estimates are also all in agreement (within 2σ) of our earlier CDMET extrapolations that only used clusters of up to 4 × 4 sites in Refs. 11, 14 . The largest deviation from our earlier small cluster DMET extrapolations is for U/t = 2 where finite size effects are strongest; the current estimates of −1.1756(3) (CD-MET) and −1.1755(2) (DCA-DMET) can be compared with our small cluster estimate of −1.1764(3), and the recent TDL estimate of Sorella of −1.17569(5), obtained by extrapolating AFQMC energies from clusters as large as 1058 sites, using modified boundary conditions 17 . Note that the subleading terms are more important for accurate extrapolations in 2D than they are in 1D. This is simply because we do not reach as large linear dimensions in 2D as in 1D, which means that we are not fully in the asymptotic regime. For the same reason it is more difficult to see the crossover between the convergence of DCA-DMET and CDMET. For U/t = 2, it appears advantageous to use the DCA-DMET formulation already for clusters of size L ≥ 4, while at U/t = 4, 6 it appears necessary to go to clusters larger than the largest linear size used in this study, L = 10.
The AF order in the half-filled 2D Hubbard model is long-ranged in the ground state. In Fig. 7 , the AF order parameters from DMET are plotted and extrapolated, with insets showing comparisons of TDL estimates with the other methods. In addition, we summarize the extrapolated TDL estimates for the AF order parameters in Table. III. For CDMET, the order parameters are measured as the average magnitude of the central plaquette. We fit the magnetization data to the form suggested in Section II C, i.e. a + b/L + c/L 2 for both CDMET and DCA-DMET. These fits lead to good agreement between the CDMET and DCA-DMET TDL estimates, support-ing the scaling form used. At U/t = 4, the CDMET and DCA-DMET TDL moments are in good agreement with the estimates from two different AFQMC calculations, with competitive error bars. At U/t = 6, the CD-MET TDL moment is consistent with the two AFQMC estimates and the DCA-DMET estimate, although the DCA-DMET estimate is somewhat smaller than the two AFQMC estimates. (We do not have errors bars for the U/t = 6 DCA-DMET moment as we are fitting 3 data points to a 3 parameter fit).
The TDL magnetic moment at U/t = 2 is an example for which current literature estimates are in disagreement. While earlier AFQMC calculations in Ref. 14, 27, 28 appear to give an estimate close to m ∼ 0.09, the AFQMC estimates from recent work of Sorella 17 and Qin et al 18, 42 using larger clusters and modified and twist average boundary conditions predict a moment of m ∼ 0.120(5) and 0.119(4), respectively. This is much closer to our earlier DMET result of m ∼ 0.133(5) extrapolated from small clusters of up to 4 × 4 in size. Revising this with the larger CDMET and DCA-DMET clusters in this work we can now confirm the larger value of the TDL magnetic moment, m ∼ 0.115(2) (CDMET) and m ∼ 0.120(2) (DCA-DMET) with very small error bars. The underestimate of the moment seen in earlier QMC work is likely due to the non-monotonic convergence of the moment with cluster size when using PBC, as identified in Sorella's work 17 . In contrast to PBC calculations and the TABC calculations shown here (orange) which display some scatter, the dependence on cluster size is very mild once embedding is introduced. This once again highlights the ability of the embedded approach to capture some of the relevant aspects even of long-wavelength physics, leading to good convergence of local observables.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
In this work, we carried out a detailed study of the cluster size convergence of density matrix embedding theory, using an auxiliary field quantum Monte Carlo solver (AFQMC) in order to reach larger cluster sizes than studied before. In addition to the original cluster density matrix embedding formulation (CDMET), we introduced a "dynamical cluster" variant (DCA-DMET) that restores translational invariance in the impurity cluster and accelerates finite size convergence. Using the half-filled oneand two-dimensional Hubbard models where AFQMC has no sign problem, as examples, we numerically explored the finite size convergence of the energy and the magnetization. The energy convergence of CDMET and DCA-DMET goes like O(1/L) and O(1/L 2 ) respectively, where L is the linear dimension of the cluster, similar to that observed in cellular dynamical mean-field theory and the dynamical cluster approximation. The convergence of the magnetization follows a scaling relation related to the magnetic correlation function, with the DCA-DMET converging more quickly than CDMET. In the case of the 2D Hubbard model, our thermodynamic limit extrapolations from both CDMET and DCA-DMET are competitive with the most accurate estimates in the literature, and in the case of U/t = 2 where finite size effects are particularly strong, help to determine the previously uncertain magnetic moment.
In all the cases we studied here, the use of density matrix embedding, as compared to computations using bare clusters with any form of boundary condition, decreased the computational cost required to obtain a given error from the TDL significantly, sometimes by orders of magnitudes. Since the computational scaling of the AFQMC solver employed here is quite modest with cluster size (cubic) this improvement would only be larger when using other, more expensive solvers.
The availability of a DCA formulation now presents two options for how to perform cluster DMET calculations. The DCA-DMET formulation appears superior for large clusters due to the faster asymptotic convergence, however, it is typically less accurate for small clusters than CDMET. When performed in conjunction, the consistency of TDL estimates from CDMET and DCA-DMET serves as a strong check on the reliability of the DMET TDL extrapolations.
where the parity of x represents whether a translation brings a site to the same or different sublattice. The Hubbard Hamiltonian is invariant under T x operations, because it has both translational and time-reversal symmetry. Transforming the correlation potential with the spin-coupled translational operators yields for even x, T x uT 
This constraint, as one can easily verify, is compatible with the partial particle-hole symmetry required for signfree AFQMC simulations in the Hubbard model.
